Arrowmid Joins SecurWireless VAR
Program
Arrowmid is first to bring SecurWireless innovation to Israel
LANDOVER, Md., April 11 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — SecurWireless, Inc., provider
of seamless wireless surveillance solutions for government, state and local,
and commercial applications, has named Arrowmid Group Ltd., an Israel
communications, security and defense firm, to its SecurVAR program. As the
program’s first international Value Added Reseller, Arrowmid is the first to
market SecurWireless’ best of breed wireless surveillance products outside of
the United States.

“Arrowmid, along with its integrator partners, is addressing key problems in
the agriculture, infrastructure, oil and gas industries and personal
security,” said Corby Lawrence, SecurWireless President and CEO. “Our
technology enables security personnel to get critical data, while they’re on
the move, where there are gaps in coverage, where infrastructure does not
exist, or requires expansion. Arrowmid’s intimate understanding of their
clients needs, along with their ability to enhance our solution, gives their
clients additional data points and mobility that brings yet another level of
effectiveness and efficiency to a security operation.”

“Arrowmid field expertise and SecurWireless products and solutions together
are a natural fit for security in multiple markets,” said David Frischman,
head of International Business Development at Arrowmid. “Arrowmid has
considerable experience in technical operations, communications and security.
We look forward to working with SecurWireless to replicate and extend this
success in Israel and offshore. Our companies are compatible and
complementary, customers of either company will receive tremendous value by
integrating both company’s solutions into their current security
infrastructure, as well as future plans.”
About Arrowmid Group (www.Arrowmid.com)
Arrowmid Group is a well-established leader in the Communication and Security
Industry in Israel. Arrowmid has a fully equipped Service Center for
Technical Support, R&D and Repairs. Arrowmid’s customer base consists of
Government, Military and Civilian entities. In addition, Arrowmid Group works
with many their partners to provide them equipment and solutions for offshore
clients.
About SecurWireless (www.SecurWireless.com)
SecurWireless, Inc., a Veteran-owned, service disabled company, headquartered
in Landover, MD, is a high technology product and services company that
provides affordable, rapidly deployable and easily maintained wireless
infrastructure systems specifically for video and other surveillance
applications. The company’s roots stem from meeting Military requirements for
highly reliable, rapidly deployable, rugged mobile wireless perimeter
surveillance to support the Global War on Terrorism.
SecurWireless continues to meet these demands and has leveraged its
experience to provide other government and public safety agencies with the
same capabilities. Having to install thousands of yards of cable or fiber
infrastructure for video is costly and time consuming. Threats are here today
and professionals need surveillance now, not after months or years of
planning and spending millions of dollars. SecurWireless’ technologies meet
this need and more importantly the systems are open and interoperable for
expandability to meet the threats of tomorrow.
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